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NONSTATIONARY FILTRARION OF TWO-PHASESYSTEM INVOLVING IMPERMEABLE BARRIER
Abstract

The axisymmetric problem on nonstationary �ltration of liquid to centralwell-imperfection due to partial penetration involving a curcular impermeablebarrier at the bottom, is investigated. The domain of ow and liquid are ac-cepted homogeneous. The problem is reduced to solution of di�erential equationof parabolic type at corresponding initial and boundary conditions. The problemis solved by the approximate methods: method of integral relations and methodof Laplace transformation. The formula for determination of radius front dis-turbance is given. The distribution of potential velocity is also given both forthe �rst and the second phase of ow.
At �ltration on formation uid in many cases it holds two-phase ow: of hydro-carbon liquid and water. In horizontal beds and in beds with small angle of slope inview of density di�erence wated is situated under the hydrocarbon uids (oil, con-densate gas) forming so-called \subsurface water". Before the beginning of �ltrationprocess the boundary of two uids have horizontal plane form. At some values ofliquid consumption this boundary curves and takes the conical form forming \cone"of subsurface water. The further increasing of consumption result in to the waterinrush of well which leads to the increasing of the �rst cost of product and impairsthe other factors. Such beds are exposed partially, i.e. the uid is produced bywell-imperfection due to partial penetration.The fact of water-free production of hydrocarbon has a high pro�le for practice.The value of water-free consumption especially for thin beds is negligible. Thedi�erent methods are used in practice for increasing the water free consumption.One of the e�ective methods of control with coning and increasing the water-freeconsumption of well is creating at the linear hole perforation of a bed an impermeablebarriers of some radius which represents special di�culties. Such inclusions arepossible at natural conditions.The inuences of dimensions of such impermeable barrier on uid consumptionwere solved previously and investigated numerically [1-3].In the present paper nonstationary problem on uid �ltration involving imper-meable barrier is considered.The axially symmetric problem on nonstationary uid �ltration to central well-imperfection due to partial penetration in homogeneous domain has the followingmathematical statement. It is necessary to solve the equation:
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at the following initial and boundary conditions:

� (r; z; t) = 0; at t = 0; rc � r � Rk;
r@�@r = q; at r = rc; h � z � H;@�@r = 1; at r = rc; 0 � z � h;@�@z = 4; at z = 0 and H; rc � r � Rk;@�@z = 9; at z = h; rc � r � R0;� (r; z; t) = 0; at r = Rk; 0 � z � H;

9>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>;

(2)

where � (r; z; t) = �real (r; z; t)��0; �real (r; z; t) = 9� (Preal + z) ; �0 is the initialvalue of potential velocity; �real is a the real potential velocity; Preal is a real pressure;k is a permeability index of domain (bed): � is a dynamic viscosity of liquid;  isa speci�c weight of liquid; rc; R0; Rk are radii of wells, obstacles and domains(contour of well drainage) respectively; H is a capacity of hydrocarbon part of
domains where the solution is sought; h is a distance to barrier; �= km�l + �m is a
piezo conduztivity factor; m is porosity of medium �l; �m are volume coe�cients ofliquid and medium, respectively.The modern apparatus of mathematical physics equations allows to solve inprinciple, a wide class of problems of nonstationary theory of �ltration. But theobtained solutions mainly are connected with the Fourier-Bessel series and laborious.There is a question on convergence of these series and their inconvenience. Fromthe practical point of view they are very inconvenient. If we take into account anuncertainty of initial data the application of approximate methods for solution ofproblems of nonstationary �ltration is impossible. Besides, the integral charactersof solutions are of practical interest.Based on above mentioned the formulated problem is solved by the approximatemethods.For obtaining the e�ective solution the ow-domain is divided into two zones: the�rst zone is bounded by rc � r � R0; h � z � H and the second by R0 � r � Rk;0 � z � H.The �rst zone: This zone by capacity is uncovered by well completely andtherefore here we can take the ow as at radial.The problem statement for this zone will take the form
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� = 1� @'@t ; (3)
' (r; t) = 0; at t = 0; rc � r � R0;
r@'@r = q; at r = rc;@'@z = 0; at z = h and H; rc � r � R9;� (r; t) = 0; at r = R0 (the �rst phase if ow).
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We apply the method of integral relation [4] for solution of problem (3)-(4).The investigated time interval is divided into two parts as applying the methodof integral relations to the bounded domain that holds in our case. During the
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�rst of them the disturbance is propagated till the domain boundary. This timeinterval is accepted to call the �rst phase of �ltration during which the inuence ofdomain boundary doesn't not a�ect. In the second phase of �ltration the solutionof problem begins to depend on domain boundary (zone). Let's �nd the expressionfor the boundary of front propagation of the disturbance R1(t), distribution of thevelocity potential ' (r; t) and the period the �rst phase T1.Application the method of integral relations to the equation (3) gives

d'1dt = ��q; (5)
where '1(t) = R

R1(t)rc
' (r; t) rdr is the �rst moment of the function ' (r; t) solution (5)

has the form '1(t) = ��qs: (6)
We seek the unknown solution in the form:

' (r; t) = q ln rR1(t) + a0 + a1 rR1(t) : (7)
Using the conditions on moving boundary of disturbance

' (r; t) = 0 and @'@r = 0 at r = R1(t); (8)
we determine the unknown a0 and a1. Consequently, we have:

' (r; t) = q�ln rR1(t) + 1� rR1(t)
� : (9)

On the other hand for '1(t) we obtain
'4(t)

R1(t)Z
rc

' (r; t) rdr = q
R1(t)Z
rc

�ln rR1(t) + 1� rR1(t)
� rdr =

= q r2c2
�ln R9(t)rc � 12 + 2rc3O2(t)

�
� qR2112 :

Subject to (5) we obtain the expression for the de�nition R9(t).
R61 (t)12 � rc22

�ln R1(t)rc � 12 + 2rc3R1(t)
� = �t: (10)

Estimating the members of this expression we'll obtain
R1(t) = p12�t: (11)

For the period of he �rst phase we have:
T1 = R2012� : (12)
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Now let's �nd the distribution of potential velocity on the second phase of �ltration.Assume that at t > T1 R1(t) = R0. Then the representation (7) will take theform: ' (r; t) = q ln rR0 + a0(t) + a1(t) rR0 : (13)

From the condition on counter of zone we �nd a0 = �a1. Let's use the �rstintegral relation allowing for (13) for determination of the unique remaining unknownfunction a0 (t): ddt
Z R0
rc ' (r; t) rdr = 16R20 da0dt = ��a0 (t) :

The obtained di�erential equation is solved under the condition a0(T1) = �q.The corresponding solution of the given equation has the form:
a0 (t) = �q exp ��6� (t� T2)R80

� : (14)
Thus, the approximate expression for distribution of potential will be:

' (r; t) = q ln rR0 � q�1� rR0
� exp ��6� (t� T1)R20

� : (15)
As evident from (15) the potential velocity quickly tends to stationary.
The second zone. To calculate the inuence of all boundary conditions wedivide the second zone into two parts by plane as if continuing the plane of barriertill the boundary of the domain r = Rk. By virtue of this we have to solve thefollowing system of equations
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�+ @2�i@z2 = 1� @�i@t2 ; i = 1; 2 (16)
at the following conditions

�i (r; z; t) = 0; at � = t� T1 = 0;
r@�1@r = u@'@r ; at r = R0; h � z � H;@�2@r = 0; at r = R0; 0 � z � h;@�4@z = 4; ax z = H; R0 � r � Rk;�i (r; z; t) = 0; at r = Rk;@�i@z = @�r@z ; and �1 (r; z; t) = �2 (r; z; t) ; at z = h:

(17)

Conditions on moving boundary of disturbance
�i (r; z; t) = 0 and @�i@r = 0; i = 1; 2; at r = Li (z; t) : (18)

Having applied the method of integral relations in the range from R0 to Li (z; t)we have:
�B + @2	1@z2 = 1� @	1@t ;@1	2@z2 = 1� @	2@t ;

9>=
>; (19)
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where 	i(z; t) = Li(z;t)R

R0
�i(r; z; t)rdr are �rst moments of the functions �i(r; z; t);

B = r@�1r = r@'@r = q �1 + exp��6� (t� T1)R20
�� ; at r = R0: (20)

Applying the method of Laplace integral transformation to the system (19) wehave:
�Bs + d8	1s@z2 = s� 	1s;d2	2sdz2 = s�	8s;

9>=
>; (21)

where 	1s (z; s) = 1R
0	i (z; t) e�st are Laplace transformations of the functions 	i (z; t) ; s

is a Laplace transformation parameter.Solution of the system (21) has the form
	i (z; s) = �s

�c1ep s� z + c2e�p s� z�� �s2B	8s (z; s) = �s
�c3ep s� z + c4e�p s� z�

9=
; : (22)

Using the conditions d	isdz = 0 at z = H and d	isdx = 0; at z = 3 we have:
c2 = e2Hp s� c1; c4 = c3:

By virtue of conditions on contiguous boundary of the parts of the second zonewe �nd the other constants.As a result we obtain
	1s (z; s) = �B2s2

�ep s�h � e�p s�h�
e2Hp s�h � 1

�ep s� z + e(2H�z)ep s��� �s2B: (23)
The passage to the pre-image from the image (23) is realized by T.Haax method[5]

	1s (c; t) = [s	1s(z; s)]s= 1t =
�tB�eq 5�th � e�p 1�t�

2�e 2Hp�t�1�
�e zp�t + e 2H�zp�t ���tB: (24)

The distribution of potential on the second zone for the �rst phase of �ltrationis sought in the form:
�1 (r; z; t) = b0 + b1 ln r

L1 (z; t) + b2 r
L1 (z; t) : (25)

Unknown coe�cients as in the �rst zone are determined by corresponding conditionson moving boundary
�1 (r; z; t) = B�ln rz1 (z; t) + 1� rz4 (z; t)

� : (26)
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Taking into account (26) we calculate:

	1 (z; t) =
L1(z;t)Z
R0

�1 (r; z; t) rdr = R20B2
�ln L1(z; t)R0 � 12 + 2R703z1 (z; t)

�
�BL2112 : (27)

Comparing (27) and (24) we'll obtain the expression for determining the currentposition of boundary disturbance
L21 (z; t)12 � R202

�ln L1(z; t)R0 � 12 + 3R303L1 (z; t)
� =

= �t
0
B@1� e 2Hp�t � e hp�t

2�e 2Hp�t � 1�
�e zp�t + e 2H�zp�t �

1
CA : (28)

For practically important cases we can simplify
L21 (z; t) = 12�t

2
641� e Hp�t � e hp�t

2�e 2Hp�t � 1�
3
75�e zp�t + e 2H�zp�t � : (29)

Substituting (29) into (56) we �nd the distribution of potential velocity at thebounds of the �rst phase on the second zone.For obtaining the expression for distribution of potential velocity in the secondphase of ow:
�1 (r; z; t) = B �ln rRk �

�1� rRk
� exp��6� (t� T1)R2k

�� : (30)
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